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Association Of Women Students Schedules Election Of Officers Friday
Joan is a music major, a member of SCF and the
Choral Society.

All Women Students
Are Eligible To Vote
Officers for the Association of Women Students
will be elected Friday from 8 to 4 in the Administration Bldg. above the Well. All women who have
paid their AWS dues are eligible to vote. The new
officers will be installed next Tuesday. March 16.
Candidates for the office of president and first
vice president are Mary Martha Buchanan, Ruth
Hausrath, and Carol Schroeder.
The candidate
receiving the second highest number of votes for
president automatically becomes first vice-president.
Mary Martha has been the recording secretary
of AWS and has served on the executive, judicial,
and legislative boards. She has been vice-president
and program chairman of Kappa Phi, a member of
Book and Motor, Kappa Delta Pi, Workshop Players,
and General Chorus.
Ruth has been a corridor representative and house
chairman of Williams Hall, served on the legislative and judicial boards of AWS, worked on the
WSSF and Red Cross drives, and is a member of
Student Senate, and the Home Economics Club.

Pauline has served on the houseboard of Kohl
Hall, and is a member of the freshman social sub
committee.
Betty has participated in a number of speech
contests.

Buchanan

Hausrath

Schrordrr

Carol has been the house chairman of Alpha Phi,
served on the Social Committee for three years, and
It a member of Book and Motor, Phi Alpha Chi, and
Quill Type.
Candidates for the office of second vice president
are Barbara Bottenus, Marjorie Charles, and Grace
Kusenberg.
■ Barbara has served on the house board of the
Women's Bldg. and the WAA board, is a member
of Student Senate, Book and Motor, Bowling Club,,
and Badminton Club.
Marjorie has been a class representative, a freshman advisor, served on the judicial board of AWS,
worked on the Key and Student Directory, and is
a member of the freshman social sub committee,
Press Club, and" ACE.

Bottenus

Ch.rle.

Kueenberg

Grace has been secretary and vice president of
Kmeison Literary Society, publicity secretary of
FTA, worked on the Key, and is a member of SCF.
Candidates for treasurer are Elizabeth Arnholt,
Dorothea Cepik, and Alice Elton.
Elizabeth has worked on the Key, is on the Dean's
List, and is a member of the Workshop players.
Dorothea was a freshman advisor, treasurer of
the Women's Bldg., is on the Dean's List, and is a
member of WAA and the PE Club.
Alice was a corridor representative at Kohl Hall,
a freshman advisor, is on the Dean's List, worked
on the Key and the Student Directory, and is a
member of ACE.
Candidates for recording secretary arc Joan
Bache, Pauline Rae Miller, Betty Jane Morris, and
Donna Walker.

Donnn has been freshman representative to the
AWS legislative board and vice-president of the
freshman social sub committee.
Candidates for corresponding secretary are Elizabeth Coen, Elizabeth Curtiss, Mildred Dague, and
Coleen Woodmency.
Elizabeth Coen is a member of the dramatic interest group of SCF.
Elizabeth Curtiss is a member of the freshman
social sub committee, WAA, PE Club, and Badminton Club.
Candidates for senior class representative are
Jean Goodfellow, Anna Lee Gustafson, and Mary
Heskitt.
Candidates for junior class representative are
Elizabeth Earnest, Phyllis Kerstetter, Betty Troxell,
and Ethel Wylie.
Candidates for sophomore class representative
are Sally Collier, Phyllis Knapp, Ann Mundell, and
Bnrbara Schneider.
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Bowling Green Gets Bid To National Invitational Tournament
St. Louis Is Favored
Over Falcons To Win

Rally Sends Team
Sororities Give
Off To Garden
A large group of students at- Rush
Parties

Bowling Green University's basketball team has been tended the send-ofT rally held in
invited to play in the National Invitational Tournament at front of the Administration Bldg.
yesterday.
New York next week for the fourth time in the past five years.
Balloons filled with helium and
The Falcons who possess a 27-5 record this season will meet
tied to the iron rail around the
St. Louis in the second game of a Thursday night doublecircle, by SICSIC were released
header.
and floated up and over the town.
St. /Louis is rated along with'
New York University as the favorites of the tourney and will be
favored over the Falcons in the
opening round tilt. St. Louis has
a 21-3 record this year.

Court Hears
Five Cases

Students attending the game
will not be excused from their
classes. Women students must get
special permission from their parents if they wish to go to New
York.

Five cases were heard last Wednesday by the Student Court.
Violations included two parking in
restricted zones, two parking
straddling lines, and a smoking violation.

A play-by-play account of the
The Court fined a student $1
Bowling Grecn-St. Louis basketball tournament game will be for parking in an assigned area,
broadcast into the Commons and and $4 for failure to report to the
at least one other campus building. Clerk of Courts. The other stuAdmission charges will be 26 dent charged with parking in a
cents for students and 40 cents restricted area was dismissed.
for the general public.
Smoking inside the Ad Bldg
The broadcast by Cled Jones brought a fine of $1 to another
will begin at 9:30 p.m. Thursday. student.
Byron Powell will be the engineer.
Women students will be given late new policy
permissions to hear the broadcast.
Beginning with this issue all
Arrangements for broadcasting announcement! and notices will
all tournament games in which be found in m column labeled
Bowling Green plays have been Announcements on page two.
made by F. Eugene Beatty, director of services.
If the team wins Thursday, a
special coach train will take the
students to New York City for
the invitational tournament championship game next week.

Another feature of the rally was
the presentation of the Peace Pipe
trophy which Bowling Green won
by defeating the University of To.
ledo. The presentation was made
by Don Blough, president of the
University of Toledo journalism
honorary, to Leo Kubiak, captain
of the Falcons.

Swan Club Presents
w
The Wizard Of Oz"

A series of informal parties for
A water pageant, "The Wizard of Oz," will be presented
rushees will be given at women's by Swan Club in the University Natatorium beginning next
sorority houses Saturday in ac- Wednesday evening at 8:15. Four performances are schedcordance with Pnnhellenic Coun- uled through Saturday evening.
cil's see..ml
semester rushing
The aquatic drama is the popular fairy tale about Doroschedule.
thy and her dog Toto who are whirled off in their home by
Schedule of parties is as fol—^a cyclone to the land of Oz. Silver slippers curry Dorothy through
lows:
the land of curious creatures.
9-11 a.m.—Delta Gamma, Kap•
pa Delta, Sigma Rho Tau.
1-3
Elizabeth Koulet, Swan Club
p.m.—Phi Mu, Gamma Phi Beta,
president, has the leading role porAlpha Gamma Delta. 3-5 p.m.—
Alpha Phi Sorority won the traying the part of Dorothy. SupTheta Phi, Chi Omega, Alpha Chi plaque for sponsoring the booth porting cast members are: Barbara
Omega.
which took in the most money at Walters as Toto the dog; Ruth
Rushees may accept three invi- the WSSF carnival last Friday Lenert, the Scarecrow; Virginia
Dawe, Cowardly Lion; Mary Sextations to the above parties.
night. Its booth took in $50.19. ton, Tin Woodman; Phyllis Folts,
From 5:15 p.m. Saturday until The freshman class was second,
Glinda, the good witch; and Fran7:30 p.m. next Wednesday, silence
ces Korhumel, the Wizard of Oz.
will be strictly observed by both Commons Club third.

Alprua Phi Wins
WSSF Plaque

The pipe will be on display in
the Well Wednesday and Thursday
for the benefit of students and
sorority members and rushees.
The plaque is stained wood, picfaculty members.
This means that there shall be no turing a flame over an opened
communication between a sorority book, inclosed in glass.
member and a rushee.
The carnival, attended by apEach sorority will bring to the proximately 2,000 persons, clioffice of the Dean of Women its bid maxed the eight-day drive to raise
fist not later than 9 a.m. Monday. funds for World Student Service
All changes and revisions in
"The carnival and the
the Constitution and the By-Laws Each sorority will also bring a cor- Fund.
of the AWS Constitution were responding number of addressed drive as a whole, were a huge sucformal invitations to membership, cess, and I am well pleased," said
passed at the elections last Wedeach in a scaled envelope, bearing Phyllis Immekus, chairman of the
nesday.
the name of the sorority for iden- drive.
Any woman stuednt who had tification purposes.
Forty organizations had booths
paid her AWS dues for this year
Rushees who receive notices at the carnival, and it is estimated
was eligible to vote.
from the office of the Dean of that between $900 and $1000
Women will call at her office at the were raised by this part of the
requested hour to sign preference drive. The total amount raised
slips.
for WSSF will be announced later.

All Changes Passed
In AWS Election

Miss Iris Andrews, Swan Club
Advisor, is director of the pageant
assisted by Mrs. Rosalyn Newcomer.
Assisting in the production of
the pageant are: Rcva Bailey, Evelyn Hell, and Gloria Beveridge,
scenery directors; Ruth Marshall
and Charles Codding, lighting;
Ann Cutler, publicity; Kay Ward,
adaptation of the story; Marge
Henry, music; and Gertrude Eppler, business manager.
Tickets will be on sale next
Monday in the Well and may be
obtained through March 19.
Hours for the ticket sale will be
10-12 and 1-4.

Helen Trauble Presents Vocal
Concert Here March 30th

Victory over St. Louis and a
minimum number of 300 reservations are necessary for the "Falcon
Special" of the New York Central.
Reservations, accompanied by
$25, may be made at the office of
F. Eugene Beatty at the Commons
The appearance of Helen Traudining room, starting tomorrow.
bel, "First Lady" of the MetropoliFor $25 a student will receive a
round-trip train ticket, a game
tan, on the Bowling Green Campus
ticket and two meals in the diner.
in March 30, promises to be one of
The special is scheduled to leave
the most outstanding attractions
Bowling Green at 7:30 p.m. Tuesever offered here.
day, arrive in New York at 9:15
Miss Traubel's record speaks for
a.m. Wednesday, leave at 11:50
itself.
She is the first truly
p.m. Wednesday, and arrive in
"American" product in opera.
Bowling Green at 1:80 p.m. ThursShe was the first American soprano
day.
to triumph as Brunnhilde, the first
Mr. Beatty said the train will
native-born, native-trained singer
be only for students and faculty
to star brilliantly as Isolde.
chaperons. Students will not be
Strangely enough, she is the first
excused from classes.
great soprano at the Met to sing
If the Falcons defeat St. Louis,
Wagner and nothing but.
they will play in the Madison
Miss Traubel's voice is one of
Square Garden the following Wedthe most remarkable of the cennesday, the night of the championtury. When she took the place
ship game.
Teams defeated in
of Kiirsten Flagstead, following
the semi-finals Monday will clash
Miss Flagstead's return to Norway,
in the consolation contest which is
the most popular sport of the critpreliminary to the championship
ics was to debate about which had
game.
the better voice—Miss Traubel or
Ginger Daw*, Las Roulet, Ruth Lennert, Ann Cutler, and Pkyl Miss Flagstead.
See sports page for further deThe general
FolU rehearse for the water pageant. See story above.
tails on the game.
agreement finally seemed to be

Helen Tranbel
that though Miss Flagstead's performances were more perfect, Miss
Traubel's tones contained more
warmth and emotion.
However, the triumph of Miss
Traubel is not only that of a great
singer, but of a great woman as

well, a woman who has dedicated
her life to music. She was born
in St. Louis and at the age of
five was introduced to the two
greatest interests in her life—
baseball and music. Last year she
was made honorary mascot of the
St. Louis Cardinals.
She started studying music seriously when she was 13. At 25
she was offered a contract with the
Metropolitan, but wisely refused It
thinking she was not quite ready
yet . Finally in 1934 Walter Danrosch discovered her in St. Louis
and brought her East to sing, thus
launching her career.
Her music teacher once said that
she always sang as if she were
alone in the room. A critic once
said that she is "as relaxed as a
double-jointed shortstop."
Her
complete self-unconsciousness and
her chronic good-naturedness seem
to be her outstanding characteristics.
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Visit To Barber Shops Is
Step To Fight Prejudice

This Disappearing Act
"Women fought for the right to vote, now they have the
Rivals Any Magician's
right and don't exercise it."
letii ikouA the men...

If that statement sounds all too familiar it's because you've
been hearing it from the male half of the population ever since
they passed the 19th amendment in 1920.
Unfortunately, the statement is too often true. Women don't
seem to be vitally interested in the suffrage which their grandmothers suffered insults and ridicule to obtain. It's time that
the women of the world realize that they are becoming superior
in numbers in many countries and that there cannot be majority
rule If they fall to express their opinions at the polls.
Campus elections have been notorious of late for the small
number of students who vote in proportion to the total enrollment.
This week officers will be elected for the Association of Women
Students.
ONLY women can vote for these candidates. Will the
women sit back and let a few of their fellow students elect their
representatives? Or will they turn out at the polls in full force
Friday and show the men how majority rule works?
It's an unusual person who doesn't like to show up the
opposite sex. Friday, the women of the University will have an
opportunity to do just that.

by Margaret Finney

by Jin Sponseller

Tomorrow's visit to five Bowl-1
Dr. Frank J. Prout has assured
ing Green barber shops by four the chairman that he is behind the
Negro and white students will be' organization and will do all posthe second step in the first major sible to help in the various proproject undertaken by a local jects.
group designed to resist religious
Dick Anliot of Oberlin is state
and racial intolerance
chairman. In addition to collectGrowth of OCED

The women show how ill don* in Iho pie eating contest.
winsome last second from the left is a PiKA entry.

The group headed by Myron
Jackson is affiliated with the newly
formed Ohio Council for Educational Democracy which grew oul
of a meeting of representatives
from 25 Ohio colleges in Columbus Feb. fi to 8. The OCED acts
as coordinator of the activities of
independent campus groups among
whose aims are the elimination of
discriminatory practices and the
The reduction of prejudice on the basis
of race, religion, and national origin in the state of Ohio.

When Houdini made elephants disappear from the stage
of the Hippodrome Theatre he had nothing over Bob Puchella,
the Sigma Alpha Epsilon winning contestant In the pic eating
contest last Thursday night.
A letter from Johnny Bare, now an assistant professor of
Nearly all the 1,000 spectators who were crowded into
psychology at Brown University, Providence, R. I., contained the Women's Bldg. blinked and gasped when they saw rapid
some interesting information. Last summer on several occa- Robert clown n chocolate meringue*
sions ho talked about a plan for veterans which Brown University pie in a time known to be less than | ^L/iL> fa. <1iiM SttitoA.
10 seconds. Those who blinked
has put Into effect and which seems to be working rather well.
Dear Editor:
The heart of the plan is the establishment of a Veteran's too long missed the performance
Last Friday evening an amazing
altogether.
"I turned my head
College for the purpose of giving an opportunity for higher eduand it WHS over," gasped one of almost miraculous event took place
cation to those veterans who would not otherwise qualify be- the girls.
on our campus. You're right, it
cause of low grades In high school.
In the sorority contest, judges was the WSSF Carnival. So often
The deficient veteran enrolls in the Vet College for two Dean Arch B. Conklin and Profes- today we hear of the selfish "all for
years. At the end of that period he may transfer to the university sor Voskuil flagged in Connie myself" attitude the bulk of huproper. There is only one stipulation to his transfer. He must Praegcr of Alpha Chi Omega who manity exhibits. We hear that
have a point average of 2.25 figuring the averages as we do
generosity, unselfishness are merehere. If he has lower than 1.75 he cannot continue in the Veter- came in several licks ahead of the
others. The Senior from Kansas ly words, which actually are never
an's College.
City, Mo. even had to smear choco- applied to human beings. In this
This seems to be an excellent plan as it gives the veteran
WSSF Drive, including the carniwho wishes to begin his work toward a degree an opportunity to late on her face for the benefit of val, it is wonderful to note that
photographers.
"The
girls
ate
do so oven though he can't actually be admitted to the university.
their pies much cleaner than the the students of Howling Green
It Is also an opportunity for ex-servicemen who do not ex- fellows," said Dr. Zaugg, one of have proven these sayings false, at
pect to obtain a degree but who would like to take a few courses the three judges.
least, when applied to them.
I
in which they are particularly Interested.

new. plan fpA aeil...

UMGA,

it with -p/ude,..

The SAE national fraternity magazine, The Record, strikes
a solemn note on fraternity pins and pinnlngs. It's a word to the
Wist) it's food for thought, since all too often the fraternity pin
is flouted, cast lightly aside or hastily yielded before giving proper consideration to its true meaning.
In the article, "Musings of a Fraternity Pin," the true meanIng of the pin is explained as a reminder that the wearer has
come to college to play a man's part. The pin should act to
stabilize one in his actions and conduct, "so that others may be
eager to wear the same kind of fraternal emblem." Too many
fraternity men forget this significance and cast sad reflections
on fraternities as a whole and the fraternal order to which they
belong.
The pin is not meant as a symbol of snobbery or held cheaply "to be passed on as a 'trophy of the hunt' to the first starry eyed
co-ed who may have started a sparkling collection."
The fraternity pin is an acknowledgement of an engagement
which will lead to marriage. It is a symbol of sincere devotion,
to the receiver as well as the giver. All too frequently, as the
author of the article explains, "is it used as a bribe."
In wearing or in giving your pin you are selling yourself
as well as your fraternity, whether it be to the lady of your choice
or during the course of "rushing" to the freshman who is groping
more or less blindly for an association which will mean much to
him during his college days and even more in the future.
In the class-room, on the athletic field, or in the city, fraternity men should lead the way in conduct as a high example of
the University, so that the pin and its organization will be proud
of its member.
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Last year's winners, Leo Shepard of Phi Mu and Tom Evans of
Beta Sigma were left holding the
pan as their gold cups were presented to the new winners. This
was the fourth annual pie eating
contest staged by the Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity.

Announcements

think the administration should be
quite proud of its energetic, niagnamous student body.

Joanne Malikowski and 1 would
like to express our thanks to those
students and members of the faculty who were more than cooperative
in assisting us in our task. Dr.
Prout, we appreciate all the courtesies and privileges you granted
us and they were many. To Rev.
Hollis Hayward—your guidance
and untiring efforts in assisting us
were just the spark we needed.

AWS INSTALLATION
All women students are invited
to attend the installation of new
Association of Women Students officers who will be elected Friday.
The installation, followed by a
Earl Kipp, John llalogach, and
reception, will be Tuesday, March Sal Guidice all helped in providing
16, at 8:18 p.m. in the Rec Hall.
the necessary push to insure the
carnival's success. Joan Crowley,
FACULTY WOMEN
Faculty Women's Club will meet you did a magnificent job in decoin the Commons at 7 :ItO tomorrow rating, and I'm sure everyone will
evening.
The movje which is agree.
Our ticket sellers were
scheduled for 8 to 10 will be held Doris Johnson, Karl Hemmerlien,
in the Gate Theatre since the Comand Carl Wicks who sat for hours
mons will be used for the game just smiling and taking in money;
broadcast.
you all did a fine job. Skip Ward,
your announcing was terrific—
MASONS
thanks. Don Decker, Jerry DesAll students and faculty belong- mond. Beverly Bengston, Roseing to the Fraternal Order of Mamary Smith, Vince Chudinceki
son who are interested in forming
helped greatly to relieve the cona group on campus are invited to
gestion that was inevitable. Y'es,
attend a meeting on Thursday,
there were many more whose
MarcV 18, in 803A. Anyone internames we have forgotten—last but
ested who cannot attend this meetnot least we thank them.
ing should leave his name and adWith people like these in the
dress in Dean Conklin's office.
Watch the paper for future an- world, tell me, how can Democracy
fall?
nouncements.
Sincerely yours,
Bob Kusmer
PLAY TICKETS
Co-Chairman
Tickets for "Ten Nights In A
WSSF
Carnival
Barroom" will go on sale in the
Well next Monday, March 16, from
10 a.m. to 12 a.m. and from I p.m. I
to 4 p.m. General admission is 501
cents.
Student admission is 6 i
cents and Ac card. The box office will be open from Monday to
Friday, March 19.
The Home Economics Club is
taking part in the nation-wide surSTUDENT TEACHERS
Students who expect to do stu- vey of the American Home Ecodent teaching on the secondary nomics Association, entitled "The
school level during the school year Consumer Speaks."
of 1948 and 1949. should file their
It is a survey to find out what
applications for student teaching the consumer wants in the way of
with the Registrar immediately, ac- quality merchandise, such as house
cording to J. B. McQuown, coor- furnishings, foods, and clothing
dinator of secondary education.
The Home Ec girls are taking
This is essential in order that provisions can be made to take care sweaters as their project. Leaders
of the large number of student of discussion groups will send the
club's findings to the national orteachers for this year.
ganisation to be published.

Home Ec Club
Takes Survey

U. A. PROM
The date of the U. A. Prom,
featuring Johnny Long and his
band, has been changed to May 14.
The previous day, May 28, was
found to be too close to exam
week.

Group leaders are: Faye Swartz,
Marjorie Ross, Jean Swick, MarJorle Rothenberger, Bette Thielman, Mary Miller, Verna Laurence, Goldie Ostrognai, Mary
Jean Wylie, and Mary Brechmacher.

ing and disemmenating information
concerning discriminatory
practices in the college and community, the state organization will
initiate state-wide action on such
issues and will perpetuate unity
among the groups by annual meetings.
Investigation Areas

Other areas to be investigated
and prosecuted if necessary, by
non-violent means will be admissions, housing, boarding, sports,
extra-curricular activities, faculty
appointments, student employment
Boycott Will Be Used
and placement, and health faciliThe local group, using the test ties.
case method of OCED, has been
The sponsorship of the state orsounding out policies of Bowling ganizational meeting was backed
Green barbers regarding the cut- by the Anti-Defamation League
ting nf ■ Negro boy's hair. Since and the Fellowship of Reconciliathe first step nf asking for service tion in collaboration with student
was refused, the second visit will groups from Antioch, Miami, Ohio
be an attempt to reason with the State, Denison, and the Ohio and
businessmen
Southern Ohio Area student YM
and YWCA.
If this fails, says chairman JackActive support of the presidents
son, the group will petition mule
students to participate in a long of Wilmington, Oberlin, Wilberhair campaign and boycott of the force, Muskingum, and Otterbein
Colleges was given.
local shops.
If the boycott does not bring
adjustment, recourse to the civil
rights law will be made.

Key Leaders
Key leaders were: Albert
Deutsch, PM columnist; Mrs. A.
B. Counselbaum of the Anti-Defamation league; George Houser
and Bayard Rustin of the Congress
of Racial Equality and the Fellowship of Reconciliation.

Bowling Green State University
is comparatively fortunate in having little discrimination, but what
"little" there is must be dealt with
if there is to be a true democratic
atmosphere with all students able
The criticism is often levelled
to share equally in all campus and against direct action, even that
community activities to which they
carried
out in the best spirit, that
are entitled.
it "causes trouble" and jeopardizes the gains that have been
Representatives Invited
made through persuasion and eduThe group meets on Wednesday cation. Yet absence of overt confrom 0:80 to 7 p.m. in Studio B of flict does not mean that there i.the P.A. Bldg. Interested students no "trouble."
Dormant conflict
and organizations sharing similar if ignored will develop into a situideals arc asked to send repre- ation where reconciliation is more
sentatives.
difficult if not impossible.

3>ite Cotidecfruettced
Madiaon Square, we heed your call
Now's the time to play good ball.
KINGS AND QUEENS:
Middle aisle trip of the week—"Puff" Tremple, ex-Bee Gee-ite
will trudge down the aisle with Jock Schroeder, Toledo-Ion
coming weekend . . . since Christmas there have been a total
(subject to correction) of 50 rings and 32 pins issued on campuscheck the figures but you can't prove it--five sorority houses
have only 15 girls each available in their respective divisions,
not pinned or engaged, that is . . . and a pinning—Olive Smith
pinned by Joe Mercurio, Falcon gridder-ite . . . Phyl Doty, journalism instructor, engaged to Stewart Mong, art Instructor... besides the pinnlngs and such since Christmas the bank reports
one joint account opened by a Kappa Sig . . . figures to be published soon as completed on the total galhood available . . . last
week's IRE resulted ih two tests (not Dire, though), three complaints and numerous threats . . .
I know »he. I love ahe
for ahe 1 would dieShe know I. ahe love I
but d
ahe. ahe lie.
SEVENTEEN STARS AND A HUZZA:
To PiKA for their dance and decorations Saturday nite—
best of the year ... to the 20 odd men who will ride to New York
this week on a "streetcar named dark horse"—best wishes and
success ... to the profs who didn't give tests for the ten-after leavers . . .to the WSSF Carnival and workers successful because of
student and faculty efforts . . .
DIRE'S DESIRE:
In her Gibson girl blouse with mutton sleeves, striped red
and yellow, black ballerina skirt—swinging along the campus
heading for the Sunday afternoon study club—Ginny Cowin . . .
DIRE'S IRE:
!$&;*-•'%$!&%"<§>—II?—and furthermore— @-*$ . . .
CHECK:
A ghoulish old fellow In Kent
Encrusted his wife in cement;
He sedd, with a sneer:
"I was careful, my dear.
To follow your natural bent"
MORE KINGS AND QUEENS:
Belated ring—Marge Van Tilberg got the glittering glits from
Lew Byme ... migration to NY should beat any previous crowds
except TU game . . . campus radio station can be heard in most
buildings—600 on the dial. . . and a belated wedding—Marilyn
Osborne and Dick Hogue, Ohio State-onion . . . hot scoop—Mildred Branan engaged to Findlay-ite Sam Fink ... no column
next week—in New York, I hope .. .
PASS:
Love is the only game which isn't postponed on account
of darkness...
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Ofunian?
by Florence Runell
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Venus
and
Apollo
by Doris Maiell

Why, in a recent election, did
ONE GOOD TURN DESERVES
only one-eighth of the student
ANOTHER. The Phi Delta fraterbody take time to vote?
nity held open house and desert
"Not enough hour for the Kappa Delta sorority
emphasis is put
a week ago Friday. The reason:
the Kappa Delta's were the first
r ^^^
tion will be," ones to entertain the Phi Delta's
_^B ■ •"■ m
Man a 11 when they were first organized on
kvL
Lukasko, Warcampus.
P ^m
ii freshman.
■B
r^B
"Also,
OPEN HOUSE. K a p p u Sig
Hs^H I ""tc
housemother Edith Arthur was
^^^B I they
V ■
I without
know- honored with a reception and open
■»»■■■■■■■»■■»■»■ ing what the of- house Sunday at the Kappa Sijr
fice is. If they House.
Marian Lukasko don't know any
THREE GIRLS AND ONLY
of the candiONE SERENADE.
The Sigma
dates, they don't vote.
Alpha Epsilon fraternity got off
Speaking as a
I'II minuter. Jim
easy a week ago Tuesday when
Farrell, Toledo
they serenaded three Alpha Xi Delj u n i or, thinks
ta girls at the same time. The
that the pergirls were Ann (iciser, Virginiu
centage of stu.'
Marion, and Nancy Hlauvelt. Cofdents who do
*
commute, profee was served to the serenaders
bably don't take
afterwards.
a very great interest in camLEADING FLEDGINGS. lead
pus affairs.
ing the fledgings of Phi Mu sorori"For those who
ty are Colene Woodmeney, presilive here, apdent; Kay Braddoek, viee-presiparently there
Jjm Farroll
dent; Pat Thompson, secretaryisn't enough
publicity or else it's too much in treasurer; and Helen Anne Naftsadvance."
ger, chaplain.
"Just lack of
KEEPING IN FAVOR.
Mrs.
interest. It
_. '•""■"OK
might be lack of Catherine Simpson,, housemother
^k
p u b 1 i city but of the Kappa Tau fraternity, was
2 -> gj^^L
' think, entertained by the boys at a tea
M
^~
^^ it goes back to
given in her honor. Guests includI .-j £
I ""' "''' question
ed Mrs. Roland Torgerson. Mrs.
^L ^dfl V of
^j
An organ
Esther Haynes, Mrs. Edith Arthur,
■k« group such as a Mrs. Bernicc Folts, Mrs. Ed Kuhn,
I f r a t ernity or
and Mrs. Willard Wankelman.
I sorority can
keep reminding
RULINC THE ROOST.
The
members to vote Kappa Delta's recent election of
Ruth Hauirath but it's harder
officers made Doris Baker, presiin a dormi- dent; Anna Lee Gustafson, vicetory," stated Ruth Hausrath, jun- president; Katherinc Mueller, secior from Cleveland.
retary; Donna Lea, treasurer; Hetty Bucher, sister treasurer; Phyllis
"Oft* - campus
Bloemker, editor; and Ardella
students
don't
Behrcns, rush chairman.
even
know
ibout the elecOfficers for the Alpha Gammu
tions in a lot of
Delta sorority are: Doltie Kanouse,
cases," said Lupresident; Lee Wylie, lust viceciane Bayer,
president; Mary Green, second
Findlay freshvice-president; Rachael Addicott,
aian. "Put up
treasurer; Marge Mill, recording
more signs and
secretary; Kathie Hey wood, corput them everyresponding secretary; Mary Dee
where. The
Bonn, social chairman; Harriet
Well is a good
Woods, rushing chairman; Doltie
place but bet w e e n classes, Luciano Bayar Kuntzman, activities chairman;
and Pat Evans, house chairman.
it's so crowded,
you can't see half the signs."
PROUD OF NEW HOUSE. The
"Make the Sigma Nu's have been doing a lot
publicity more of entertaining in their new frapersonal
since ternity house. They have enterposters don't tained recently the t'hi Omega
create
enough sorority at a party aud have also
interest.
For held open house for Kohl Hall.
instance, in
MORE OF C U P I D • S WORK.
class elections,
Two Alpha Gamma Delta girls
have a big
meeting and let were serenaded last week. They
each candidate were Barbara Osmun and Phyl
make a speech," Paugh serenaded by the Sigma
said Earl Ut- Alpha Epsilon's and the Pi Theta's
terback, senior respectively.
Earl Uttarback from Payne.
"Another thing
that loses interest is that the same
people always run for office."

Lockman Conducts
Faculty Gym Class
Conditioning exercises, basic
rhythms, and modern dance are
being offered for faculty women.
The class meets, under the direction of Miss Evelyn Lockman,
Tuesday evening from 6 to 7 in
the Women's Bldg.

Rev. Searle To Speak

CORSAGES

uuik the <peat

Portraits
by Jane Carlton
by Dorothy Schumann

Bill Mauldin will be remembered as the young soldier
who gained fame in World War II for his cartoon depicting
the soldier's quandary in Europe. His "Up Front" was an
immediate best seller.
--•*> "Back Home" is Mauldin's second book. He has attempted to embellish his cartoons with a narration, and from the effort it must be
by Dick Lanhart
said—the prospective author is an
excellent cartoonist.
A divinity student who said that
In his cartoons, Bill Mauldin
he was working his way through
has lost none of his sardonic humor
theology school by forging checks
in transferring it from the Army
was arrested recently.
to civilian life.
He does a fine
There is a wild tala about Nona, piece of sketching to bring out his
Who wore a black chiffon ki- criticism of black markets, shyster
landlords, congressmen, used car
mona.
lots, and in general the returning
Don't think lor a minute
veteran's problems.
From the
There's anything in it—
author's interpretation, the exThat is. anything except Nona.
soldier having donned civilian
A preacher walked into a saloon, clothes remains the same slouchordered a glass of milk, but by mis- ing, sad-faced young man.
It is when the author attempts
take was served a milk punch.
After drinking it, the holy man to write around his volume-speaklifted his eyes to heaven, and was ing cartoons that he has very litheard to say: ".Oh, Lord, what < tle to say. In his occasional try
for humor he falls far short and in
cow!"
|
his reference to his days in HollySaid a monk, at ha iwunf by hit wood there is neither the sardonic
nor light humor.
tail
Bill Mauldin's first book was a
To tha little monki, mala and
success because he was a well-infemale,
formed soldier making his draw"From your offspring, my dean,
ings at the front. Now that he is
In a few million ytari,
an author with one success behind
Will evolva a profatsor at Yale.
him he has apparently been affectMinister: "We will now have i ed by that success. The jeep has
few minutes of prayer.
Deacon been replaced with a convertible;
somehow the old bitterness is now
Brown, will you lead?"
Deacon
Brown :
(sleepily) a commercialized one. If he will
direct his stylish vehicle around
"Tain't my lead, I just dealt."
these United Stutes he will find the
Mr. H.—"Are you «ura that'* a veteran is not the slouching sadmarriage license you gave me last faced man he interprets him to be.
And if the Pulitzer Prize winner
month?"
Clerk—"Of course. What's the is a crusader let him get his messages across through cartoons.
matter with it?"
But please, Mr. Mauldin, no more
Mr. H.—Wall, 1 thought there
excursions into the literary world.
must be some mistake. I've beei One needs more than a short drive
living a dog's life aver since."
to make such a journey.

The song of the day in both the
popular and classical field seems to
be "Sabre Dance" by Aram Khntchaturiun. There are all kinds of
versions, as you probably know,
but if you want to hear it played
'Straight" by a pianist, Columbia
brings you Oscar Levant with the
Columbia Concert Orchestra conducted by Lou Bring.
On the
other side is "Lullaby," which, incidentally, is from the same
suite the "Gayne"—as "Sabre
Dame."
However, if yon prefer a big
symphony playing it. Columbia
again obliges with Desire Defuuw
conducting the Chicago orchestra.
"Walt/." from the "Masquerade
Suite." also by Khntrhaturian, is
on the other side of this 12-inch
record.
Going all out for Khatchaturian,
Columbia has finished a new recording of the oft-recorded "Masquerade Suite." The thing that's
new about this album is Stokowski
conducting the New York Philharmonic.
Of this guy, romantic
suite, only "Galop" has that contemporary tang. It's undoubtedly
the most amusing selection in the
suite.
The "Waltz" is in the
Ttchaikowsky vein.
Remember Igor Gorin, the baritone voice that thrilled the campus
last November? Well, Victor has
an album of three ten inehers,
which they call "An Igor Gorin
Program." It features such wellknown selections as 'One Alone,"
"Song of the Open Road," and
"Play GypsiOBi Dance Gypsies." If
that isn't enough, there ure also
"At Dawning," "Volga Legend,"
and "Dark Kyis." Good enough?

Artists' model* make only a bar
living.

WRSM Presents
Drama Tonight
WRSM, campus radio station,
will present the first in its series
of live talent drama shows tonight
at 7. The station is remaining on
the air an extra half hour for these
special broadcasts.
Featured on the first of these
dramas are the Harlequin Players,
diama group of Student Christian
Fellowship. They will present a
half-hour comedy, "Leave It To
Homer." The show is written and
directed by Jim Limbucher.
Cast includes Derry Fishel in
the title role, with Carol Hinkelman, Allan Libbe, Don Talbcrt,
Charles Spencer, Betty Coen,
Kdith Ludwig, and Joan Lcnibo.
Sound is by Ralph Hose and music
by Dick Lenhart.
The show will have a small studio audience. Tryouts for forthcoming drama shows will be displayed on the radio bulletin board
in the Well. Any student may try
out for these plays.
The next
show will be "Bottoms Up," directed by Joyce Thompson.

Mis* Gertrude Epplar

Trolling and casting from her
metal canoe, gliding along one of
Michigan's northern lakes, is Miss
Gertrude Eppler's favorite sport.
After receiving a medal from
Field and Stream magazine for
catching a 19 pound 2 ounce Great
Northern Pike several years ago,
Miss Epplet* has spent her summers perfecting her fishing skill.
Horn in Chelsea, Mich., the head
of the women's physical education
department has been active in
sports since as a small child she
chinned herself on the meat racks
in her dad's butcher shop.
She graduated from high school
when she was 16 years old with
hopes- of becoming a medical doctor, but when she was unable to
get into a college ut that early age,
she tuught sports in n nearby high
school for several years.
After receiving her B.S. degree
from Michigan State Normal she
was physical cducution director in
the public schools and recreation work in Highland Park and also
guidance director in u community refereed games throughout southcenter in Owasso, Mich.
cm Michigan.
Since she came to Howling
She went to the University of
Michigan for her masters in public Green in 1941 the women's physihealth and later returned to Michi- cal education department hus been
gan State Normal where she was rapidly growing, and at present
supervisor of physical cducution in hus a statT of .seven directors.
"We hope to have a major in
a school for crippled, deuf, uml
recreation and a minor in heulth
blind children.
Along with her post graduate next year," she suid, "and some"Adopting" a high school home
economics class of 46 students in work, Miss Eppler did recreation time possibly a dance major."
Ulm, Germany is the latest project
of the Home Economics Club.
The adoption consists of writing
letters to the students and sending
TUXEDOES FOR HIRE
much-needed supplies for class use.
Supplies include: clothing; art,
housekeeping, and cooking materSERVICE COMPLETE
ials; home economic books; and
magazines and
pamphlets for
teacher use.
The adoption is part of a national project of the American
Home Economics Association, the
official organization of Home Economists.

Home Ec Club Adopts
Class In Germany

RUSSELLS'

Clothing and Cleaning

Come in and
have some
WAFFLES

405 Broadway
Toledo

MAin 0380

at the

Holland
Snack Bar

Here's an
EASTER
SUGGESTION - SPORT COATS or Cardigans in pastel color with a
pair of Digby SLACKS to
blend.Result—an inexpensive sharp suit at about
$32.50.
You can't knock the crease out of a
$14.50 — $16.50
Digby slack.

OF

EASTER
Greeting Cards
Gifts
Candy

Personality

by A. L. McCl.in

HOUSE
FLOWERS

"Come in and took around,
you are alwayi welcome."

Narration Defeats Purpose
Of Mauldin's "Back Home"

"The meaning of Lenten Sacrifice" is the topic of Kev. John C.
Searle, minister of the Evangelical United Brethren Church, who
will speak at Chapel at 4 p.m. today in the Main Auditorium.

Rappaport's

Pottery
Glass
Dinnerware
Novelties

Page 3

Gaberdine TOPCOATS

$29.75

Corduroy sport Jackets $15.95 — $17.50
FLOWER GIFTS
The Store For Youni} Men and
Men Who Want To Stay Young

We Deliver
Dantyn.Chewraf.Gu**!

PHONE 5734
331 North Main

Too coed to ■U.-tk.f. tha way I react to
D.ntjrn. Chawing Gum', fraad flavor I And tot
BM poiat rat anothar 8M thing at at P—tf—
- it kalpa kaap your taath whlta."
Dortyo Cua —M... Only By AdaoU

The Campus Men's Shop
Main St. — Near Post Office
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What's New With
Campus Clubs?

WRSM Orders
New Amplifier

May
BETA PI THETA
7 Annual Spring Dance (Rec
licta I'i Thcta members will
Hall) 9 to 12 p.m.
meat in Studio B of the P. A. Bldg.
12 General Business Meeting
at 7 tonight.
(Commons) 7:30 p.m.
Hob Wurrick will furnUh his re23 Annual Picnic (City Park)
cordings of French songs by Mag26 General Business Meeting
gie Tayte accompanied by Alfred
Commons 7:30 p.m.
Cordcnu. Music on tonight's program is by Debussy and the songs PHI ALPHA CHI
are by Verlaine and other famous
Full attendance is urged for the
Frenchmen.
next meeting of Phi Alpha Chi, accounting honorary, to be held at 7
BIOLOGY
A quorum is
Movies will be presented at the tonight in 400A.
meeting of the Biology Club to- needed to vote on new members.
Membership cards will also be
night in 111S, Bill Mote, president,
available.
has announced.
A proposed outing at the Kiver
PRE-LAW
Laboratory at Grand Kapids this
Prof. B. L. Pierce will speak
spring will also be planned.
to Pre-Law Club members tonight
CHEMICAL JOURNAL
at 7:30. The topic of the speech
Virgil Droll, preiident of PiKA, present! the trophy to Jane
Dr. C). S. Cannon of the Heinz will be the qualifications needed Harmon, chosen Dream Girl of PiKA at the semi-formal dance laal
Saturday.
Co. spoke lo the members of the to enter law school.
Chemical Journal Club at their
The club is trying to contact
meeting lust Wednesday evening. different representatives in the law
His topic was "Control of Plant side of engineering and aviation.
All members will be contacted by
Diseases."
At the meeting of the club next post card for Prof. Pierre's speech.
Wednesday evening Dr. A. H. Hoppens, research director of the Sun PRE-MED CLUB
Pre-Med Club will meet this eveOil Co, of Toledo will speak on
Moonlight Dance, Sigma Nu'a annual all-campus dance,
"Preparation for Industrial Chem- ning at 7 in room II IS. Movies will highlight this weekend's activities. The Kampus Kats
istry."
will be shown.
will play for the Saturday night dance from 9 to 12 in the
New members for this semester
Saturday, Feb. 28, the group Women's Bldg.
will be elected at this meeting.
attended several clinics in Toledo.
A moonlight couple will be selected and announced at
The club divided into two groups;
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE CLUB
one group toured the Stute Hospi- the dance.
Tbe Christian Science Club will tal while the other group visited
An ull-campus "sing and swing""
hold its regular meeting Thursday St. Vincent's Hospital.
disc dance will be held Friday
evening at 7 in 20:1 P. A. A supThe lubs, especially the Patholonight sponsored by the Social Comper was served for the organiza- gy Lab at St. Vincent's, were the mittee.
George Campbell from
centers of interest.
tion's members last Sunday eveCincinnati will be here to lead the
group singing followed by dancing.
ning.
PRESS CLUB
"San Diego, I Love You" will
Two alumni came buck to Bowl- he shown in the P. A. Auditorium
COMTE CLUB
A song night will be held ill the
Miss Dorothy Zietz, instructor ing Green March 4 to tell the Friday at 7 ami 9 p.m. and "Good Women's Bldg. Friday evening
Morning,
Judge"
will
be
shown
members
of
the
Press
Club
about
in sociology, and Dr. S. H. Lowrie,
from 8 to 12. "Sing and Swing
Suturdny, 7 and !l p.m.
professor of sociology, were speak- their present journalistic work.
Night" will be led by Mr. George
The
complete
social
calendar
for
ers at 11 meeting of the Comtc Club
Campbell, noted song leader among
Miss Anita Deno, a I1G sophothe remainder of the month fol- college circles, and will include
last Wednesday night.
more last year, Is now society edi"Opportunities in Social Work"
lows:
informal community singing, feawas the topic chosen by Miss Zietz. tor on the Fremont News Messen- Wednesday, March 17
ture numbers, anil a disc dance.
Dr. l.owrie gave nn introductory ger. She related the hardships of
Water pageant, "Wizard of ()/.."
The community sing will open
talk about the general opportuni- taking such a responsibility with
8:15 p.m. Natntoriiim
the program.
Committees are
ties for mnjors in sociology.
PlayMain
Auditorium
working on special numbers which
no previous experience.
Thursday,
March
IK
may include a barber shop quarMr. Robert Speck, a journalism
HOME ECONOMICS
Dance Class Kee Hall
tette and other entertainment. A
major who graduated from 11G
Mrs. Eva Stout, district super- last year, told of his duties as asWater pageant Niitatorium
disc dance will be held after the
visor of the Fremont Gas Co., will
Piny Main Auditorium
vocal part of the program.
sistant on the state desk of the
give a lecture-demonstration at the
Friday,
March
19
Mr. Campbell served with the
Toledo Blade.
Home Economies Club meeting toPhi Mu disc dance, !l-12 p.m.— army during the war in a recreanight at 7 in the P. A. Apts.
Men's
Gym
SCF
tional capacity. He led communiHer topic will be "The Pin-Up
Movie, "Son of Fury" — Gate
ty song groups ill the service.
The Deni-Sundny group from
Parade" and will deal with the uses
Theatre
Dcniiison University will be on
of hot water.
Water pageant—Niitatorium
[•iimpus Sunday, March 14, at 6
Play Main Auditorium
p.m. in the P. A. Auditorium.
KAPPA MU EPSILON
Saturday, March 20
Thcta Phi all-campus dance with
Kappa Mu Kpsilon, national
SIGMA TAU DELTA
orchestra .Men's Gym
mat hematics honorury, meets toMovies on Shakespearian plays
Movie, "House Across the Hay"
night at 7 in I00S.
will
be
shown
at
the
March
17
Water pageant— Natatorium
Dr. Lewis Miller, assistant proPlay—Main Auditorium
Tubes and Batteries
fessor of chemistry, will speak on meeting of Sigma Tan Delta, English
honorary.
Tuesday,
March 23
"Mathematics and
Chemistry."
Preceding
the
pictures
there
will
Orchestra
concert,
Mr.
AlexanNew and Used
Visitors ure welcome to attend.
be a business meeting at 7 p.m.
der—Main Auditorium
in
the
English
llldg.
Wednesday,
March
24
Radios . . .
NEWMAN CLUB
Orchestra concert—Main AudiA business meeting for all memLOST: Shell imunod QlaMea In blown
torium
bers of the Newman Club will be COM near P.A. Bldq. Sylvui McN.ibb.
118 W. Wooster
Ph. 7492
Thursday, March 25
held Wednesday, March 10, at 7:30 phone 7542, ISO Manville Ave.
Easter
recess
begins
.
,
.
in the east section of the Commons,
There will be someone in the
Well both Wednesday and Thursday afternoons from 1-4 for those
additional members who wish to
sign up. At the same time members should register for the Communion Breakfast to be held at the
Church Hull, Sunday, March 14.
Following is the spring social calendar:
March
24 General Business Meeting
(Commons) 7:30 p.m.
April
2 Post-Lenten Party (Rec
Hall) 9 to 12 p.m.
11 Co m m u n i on
Breakfast
(Church Hall) after 9 a.m.
Mass
II General Business Meeting
(Commons) 7:30 p.m.
1C Square and Round Dance
(Church Hall) 9 to 12 p.m.

Moonlight Dance Tops
Weekend Social Events

Visiting Director

To Lead Singing

An amplifier has been ordered
to boost the radio volume of Station WRSM so it can be heard in
Fraternity Row.
' WRSM also has a new Tape-Kocorder to transcribe live shows and
radio programs. It was purchased
for the benefit of the staff students
to hear their mistakes and correct
them.
The radio schedule for this week
is:
5:00 In the Grove
5:25 Campus Bulletin Hoard
5:30 Weekly Serenade, Part One
5:55 Press Club News (Mon.,
Wed., and Fri.)
5:55 Sports News (Tues. and
Thurs.
8:00 Weekly Serenade. Part Two
11:15 Rooty-Toots (Mon.)
6:25 Bulletin Board Repeat
(Tues, through Fri.)
6:30 America's Heritage of Music (Mon., Tues., Thurs, and
Fri.)
6:30 Havenettes Trio (Wed.)
7:00 Sign Off

Alumna May Get
Leading Role
In Road Show

Eva Marie Saint, an alumna of
Bowling Green, may get the leading feminine role when the Broadway play, "Mister Roberts," goes
on the road, states Dr. Elden T.
Smith of the speech department.
At present, she is understudying
the role of the nurse in the production which opened in the Alvin
Theatre in New York two weeks
ago. Movie star Henry Fonda is
cost as Mister Roberts, the hero
of the play.
A native of Flushing, Long
Island. Miss Saint went to New
York after graduation from Bowling Green where she majored in
speech. She has worked in network radio shows, weekly television
broadcasts, and as a photographer's model.
While at Bowling Green, Eva
Marie appeared in many stage productions and radio shows. She was
chosen Beauty Queen in 1946, and
represented the school in an inTreble Clef broadcasted over terpretative reading contest that
Art Barrio's program by transcrip- year.
tion last Sunday over WSPD.
The program included: "All
Breathing Life," "Children liinie,"
"Little David Play on Your Harp,"
"I Got Shoes," "I Wonder When I
Shall He Married," "Choral Readings of the Twenty-Third and
A new metabalator, which deterTwenty-Fourth Psalms," "Galway
Piper," and "Prelude." Miss Mu- mines the activity of the thyroid
sako Ono, music instructor, sung glands, has been added to the hosthe solo part in the last number. pital equipment.
The Men's Glee Club broadcasted the previous Sunday over the
same program.
Stop for—

WSPD Airs
Treble Clef

Hospital Gets
Metabalator

Cookies
Cake •
Pies

Dance Classes Open
For Registration
Beginning and advnnced dance
classes are still open for registration.
You may register with
the Dean of Women or at the Rec
Hall. The beginning dance cluss
meet! Wednesday evening at 7 and
the advanced class on Thursday.

at

Randall's Bakery
Try...

The PHOTO
SHOP

Bill's
Radio Service

for
SERVICE
Above Isaly's
Ph. 4621 or 12875

Baskets, Bunnies and Gift Boxes
Just as Freah as they come!

Stop in after the

Fresh cuz we make them right here in our
store.

movie* for a
hamburger

A beautiful Easter bunny makes an ideal
gift that expresses the joyous feeling of
the occasion.

and
milk shake

Whitehouse
Hamburger Shop

"I always send my formals to the SANITARY DRY
CLEAN8RS, next to the Lyric Thsstre, and I'd advise you
to do the same.

RAYMOND'S
Sweet Shop
118 N. Main
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Cagers Meet St. Louis In Garden Tomorrow Night
Falcons Set
For Fourth
Tourney Try

WUU "lite. QalcotU
by T. I. Loomia. Jr.
MADISON SQUARE GARDEN OLD STUFF FOR BEE GEE

Harold Anderson's Falcons once again return to their old March nesting place tomorrow
night. Madison Square Garden will have
played host to lour of the last five Bowling
Green teams in National Invitational play.
The first Orange and Brown squad to go
to the toumey was the 1943-44 group that lost
to St. Johns, 44-40, in the first round. Big Sid
Otten was falsely accused (movies proved) of
"goal tending" in this game and points were
awarded the New Yorkers. Joe Siegferth and
Howie Martin were the leading scorers.
In 1945, with John Payak and Jim Knierim
starting with Otten, Wyndol Gray, and Don
T. I. Loomia. Jr. Whitehead, the Falcons swept through RPI and
St. Johns, only to lose to DePaul and George
Mikan's 34 points in the final. Leo Kubiak and Tom Iuman wore
first line subs at that time.
Ernie Caverley dropped his famous 55 foot shot to ruin us in
1946 and Rhode Island went on to the finals before dropping a
close one to Kentucky. Bee Gee had been seeded second for
the second straight year.
This basketball classic has been full of thrills and surprises
all through the years. This season's games should be no exception. From here it looks as if Bowling Green has a great opportunity to come through. Any one of the candidates, in fact, is
capable of emerging champion.
AUTHORITIES HERE NOT CONSISTENT

Not all ol the fans who gave the boys a rousing send-oll at
the pep rally last night were actually saying goodbye. Many
students still intend to travel to the games and yell for the team,
despite the fact that little encouragement has been given them in
the way of official support or approval.
Some of these same people, in December, 1946, were bitter
at being forced from their temporary quarters in Men's Gym to
the dismal Rec Hall so that the team might have the playing
floor. Slowly most of these objectors have come to realize what
basketball means to Bee Gee and have been permeated with a
spirit of pride in their team. It now seems, however, that those
in charge are not practicing what they preached 16 months ago.
Perhaps, if Bowling Green gets by St. Louis, regulations will
be relaxed to allow excused cuts tor the games next week.

Sigs And SAE Tie
For Handball Title
Sigma Chi and SAE with season
records of four wins and one defeat apiece tied for first place in
the fraternity handball league.
The lone defeat for Sigma Chi was
by Phi Beta Mu while the SIRS administered the only defeat handed
to the SAE's.
The final standings for the season are:
Team
Woe Losl Per.
800
Sigma Chi
4
1
SAE
Phi Beta Mu
Kappa Sigma

4
1
3.2

PIKA

.800
.600
.400
.200
.200

Local Businessmen
Collect Funds For
Basketball Players
Several local businessmen have
been collecting funds throughout
the eity in order that all 17 members of the varsity basketball team
will he able to make the trip 1"
New York for the National Invitational Tournament.
The University is sending only
12 men on the trip to New York
and the funds collected by these
businessmen will pay the expenses
of the other five men so they also
may witness the tournament.

by Bill Day
Sport. Editor
Returning to New York to participate in their fourth Invitational
Tournament in the last live years,
Howling Green University's basketball team will meet St. Louis
University in the first round of the
tournament at Madison Square
Garden Thursday evening .
The six other teams in the eight
team Aeld are: \Y\v York University, Texas. Western Kentucky,
LaSalle, DePaul, and North Carolina Slat.-. The Falcons have met
Western Kentucky twice this season, breaking even in the series.
Howling Green Brat went to the
Invitational in 1944 and lost their
inaugural encounter to defending
champions St. Johns. Hack again
in 1046 when they were seeded
No. 2, the Falcons ran true to form
and downed Muhtrnhcrg and St.
Bowling Green University'* basketball team, winner of 27 of 32 tame* thii lea.on, meets St. Louis Johns before succumbing to DeThursday night in the opening round of the National Invitational Tournament at New York.
Paul anil George Mikun in the finals.
That same year, the Orange and
Brown met NYU, finalists of the
NCAA tournament, in a Red Cross
Benefit game and were nosed out
by the Violets in a close contest.
Howling Green returned to the
Last Saturday evening. Bowling Garden for their third successive
time ill li'll! but were stopped by
Green's rejuvinnti'd wrestling team
Displaying superb early-season
Rhode Island State in an overtime
form, Jim Whittaker vaulted 12'
swept to their second straight vic- Contest after that unforgettable
10" Saturday to capture second
tory as they downed Baldwin Wal- basket by F.rnie Calverly tied the
place in that event at the Central
lace University 26-10. The Fal- ball game with two seconds reCollegiate Conference Meet held
maining.
in the Michigan State College
■"eighteen of Couch Wurrt'ti Stel- cons now have a record of three
So, this year the Falcons return
Field House in East Lansing.
lar's veternn baseball players are wins, six losses, and one tie. Last once more to see if they can't win
week
they
heat
Findlay
College
Brace King, another Falcon par- working «ut this week along with
an Invitational Crown. This time,
ticipant, placed sixth in the shot a whole host of newcomers in pre- 20-10.
the winner of the tournament will
put while Hal Hobinson qualified
In winning over B-W, the Fal- be eligible for one of the eight
for a second in the dash and a paration for Bowling Green's opencons took all hut two matches. places open for the Olympics.
third in the broad jump but was ing game of the season April 10.
St. Louil, winner of 21 games
later disqualified because of a
Last season's top slugger, Glen Tony Bonito, BG captain pinned out of 2 1, is one of the top favorfreshman eligibility rule.
Honner is back; ILS is the hard his man in 0:15 seconds of the ites of the tourney. St. I.ouis has
In the .UN pound been defeated by Oklahoma A&M
Included among the team entries hitting third baseman Georgo Uo- first period.
were Michigan State, Notre Dame, hanna. Honner plays short stop or weight, Jack Mormitsu fell to B-W twice and DePaul this year.
Wayne, Baldwin -Wallace, and
Howling Green will be in top
man Lee Ellsworth. Carmol BoniMarquetlo with Michigan State the outfield and hit ,894 for the
shape for the opener and will also
to,
Tony's
brother,
wrestling
in
the
past edition of the Falcons. Boemerging the victor.
be aided by the experience that all
l.'tO pound division, downed his members of the team have by virBesides Whittaker, King and hanna rapped the wood to the
man in 8:80.
tue of their appearing at Madison
Robinson, the B(! contingent also tune of .323.
Wrestling at 175, Jack Wood- Square Garden once before this
Included
Winklcr, Zimmerman,
Catchers John Jerimiah and Tom
Shaefer, Sa/ima, HutT, Maker. Mo- Burton are back and also pitchers land, BG, decisioned Boss Avelone, year and also once last season.
netta, Weaver, Petrie, and llung- Roy Roob and Jerry Pingle, so and heavyweight Hud Schie
Team members making the trip
ling.
things look pretty well for Coach dropped his match to B-W man are: Kubiak, Speicber, Otton,
Share, Weber, l'ayak, Dudley,
Another indoor meet is sched- Stellar. Two more stars, Leo Ku- Ken .Schwartz.
uled for the squad on March I.'I, biak and Jim Knierim may also
This Friday and Saturday, the Green, Miller, Conroy, lnman, and
when they will participate in the play although they are to have pro- squad will travel to Cleveland for Schwab.
the lnter-SUites meet.
Illinois 'lech Relays at Chicago. fessional tryouts this season.

Whittaker Takes
Second In
Track Meet

Wrestling Team Downs
Baldwin-Wallace
Falcons Start
Diamond Drill

Vlll^

. . *s ART MOONEY'S hot arrangement of

"I'm Looking Over a Four Leaf Clover'
(An MOM releoiel
"Four leal clover" has turned into a real four leaf
clover for ork-pilot, Art Mooney. His record is
keeping jukes in clover.
An experienced hand in the music biz—Art follows
that famous experience rule in the choice of a
cigarette, too. "I've smoked many different brands
and compared," says Art, "and Camels suit me best."
Try Camels! Discover for yourself why, with
smokers who have tried and compared, Camels are
the "choice of experience"!

B. I, B.TnoMi Yt*wm Cnonmny
WlDlton-S.lrm. North C.rollna

And here's a

nother great

OWEL

re cord-

ismy
cigarette.'

j^r. ever W3«*

(
.-.-•»,.. . .-. x

*>«.

£*3^

Klever's
Jewelry Store
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Tall Men Make History
In Game of Basketball
by Chuck Albury

Excluding the ever increasing scoring rate, basketball's
most significant development in the last decade has been the
evolution of the tall player. For this reason it is especially
interesting to watch Bowling Green's Charlie Share, Mac
Otten, and Stan Weber perform when you realize that they
represent the final stage in the court giant's growth.
Actualy. skyscraping players'

Fraternity Cagers
In Fast Action

ran be traced back to 1904 when
Souix City's YMCA team featured
6'7" Herman Bertkc in its lineup.
League I's standings were comBut for almost thirty years these plete and only one more night of
towering men were classed as play remains in League II as a refreaks and not taken too seriously. sult of Monday's games in the
Then in 1932 and 1933 West Fraternity Basketball Leagues.
Kappa Sigma downed Pi Kappa
Texan State became a power in
Alpha, 28-11; SAE swamped Phi
the Southwest by stationing 6'9" Beta Mu, 33-16; and Sigma Nu
Joe Fortcnberry under their bas- edged Kappa Tau, 23-18, in
ket and having him literally cover League II encounters.
In the final League I tilts, the
the hoop with his hands. In 1936
Kortenbcrry was a star on the Commons Club handed Chi Theta
its fifth straight loss, 28-23, while
United Btattt Olympic team that Phi Delta was absorbing its fourth
.swept the hasketbull championship setback at the hands of Beta Sigat Berlin. This was the birth of ma, 21-10.
tin. goal-tender, a player who did
Play will be completed in
nothing much more than keep close League II next week after which
to the basket on defense and pluck
the playoffs will begin.
opponent's shots out of the nets.
Final standings in League I:
Things really came to a focus
W
I
in 1942 when West Texas State
5
0
Sigma Chi
came up with O'lO" Charlie Hal4
1
Commons Club
bcrt and an overall starting team
3
2
Bola Sigma
averaging 6'8". The "tallest team
2
3
ATO
1
4
Phi Delia
in the world" won 28 of 30 sched0
5
Thola Chi
uled games but lost in the first
round of the New York Invitational to Creighton.
Using tactics
previously introduced by Long
Island coach, flair Dee, Creighton
continually blocked Halbert away
from the basket and banked its set
Candidates for the Red Cross
shots high off the backboard.
The following year tall centers Life Saving and Water Safety Inappealed on teams all over the structor's course Will meet in the
country. Three were to occupy a University Natatoiium Tuesday
place somewhat above the host. evening, March 16, at 6:45. Any
They were Hob Kurkland, 7 foot student having a senior certificate
Oklahoma A & M center; 6'9" is eligible to take the Instructor's
George Mikan, Del'aul's bespec- course.
Physical education students are
tacled star; and Howling Green's
own Don Otten, 6'11V4" giant. reminded that this training is parThis trio played during the period ticularly valuable for work in comof transition. In their first seasons munity Ked Cross work. Students
they were primarily "goalies," who complete their senior course
knocking opponent's shots out of this year will not be allowed to
the basket.
Hut when the rules take the Instructor course until
were changed in 11144 to outlaw next year.
this practice, they were able to
The senior course which began
remake their styles and prove even Feb. 5, will be completed Thursmore valuable as point getters.
day night. There are over forty
Kurkland scored 1069 points students enrolled in this course
during his college career and led who have been working two nights
Oklahoma to NCAA championships a week for live weeks.
in 1046 and 19 16. Mikan totaled
1870 points nt DcPaul and had a
Fen Repairs
phenomenal three game total of
120 while the Hlue Demons were
Pen Sets
winning the 1915 New York Invitational. "Sid" Otten helped mnke
Shaeffer
Howling Green the terror of the
midwest independents and raised
Esterbrook
the school's all-time individual
Ever-sharp
scoring record to 1322 points.
Thus we come down to Weber,
Enkograph
Pens
Mae Otten, and particularly Share.
Charlie is playing in the new age
Ball Point Pens
of giants. He can no longer commit larceny with opponent's shots.
Scripto Pencils
He must take a man on defense
and stay with that man. He must
be able to get shots away while
being guarded by a player who is
often his equal in height. He must
be able to outmaneuver Mockers
who attempt to keep him away
from the backboards.

Courses Open In
Life Saving And
Water Safety

Kappa Sigs
Take Swim
Championship

Wednesday, March 10, 1948

gpjotU 9* SUosdi
by Kathy Arnold
Bowl era on
the Green can
fro back to their
place in history
now. BGSU's
Bowling Club,
rolling the top
score in the ten
pin department,
took their place
this wt'ik.
Final results
in the
Ninth
Annual Natlona I Telegraphic
Kathy Arnold
Bowling Tournsment show the Bee Gee female
kegleri in top place, out-ranking
nineteen other teami. Top five

The Kappa Sigma's grabbed ofT
top honors in the inter-frate/nity
swimming meet by winning six out
of a possible eight events for a
lotal of 39 points.
The ATO's finished second with
26 points. SAE was third with 14
barely nosing out Sigma Chi which
placed fourth with 13 points. The
PiKA team ended with 8 markets
for fifth position, Sigma Nu placing sixth with 'I and the Phi Delt's
were shut out for no points and
seventh place.
Phil Hodes of Kappa Sigma and
Carl Chopp of the ATO's tied for
•corei by points ran like this:
Individual scoring honors by acPoinl.
College
counting for ten points apiece for
28
Bowling Green
25
Knot College
their respective teams.
24.5
Lacroeie State T.C
Iowa State College
23.5
Temple University

Playoffs Begin
In Cage Leagues

Last year he studied dance
under Uie direction of Miss Evelyn
Lockman, and now plans to go to
New York City to enter the dancIndividual scoring for girls on ing profession.
If a dance major is added to
the Bee Gee club team was as
follows:
the program at Bee Gee, Charles
Score plans to return here to complete
Tei Weil
„, 190
his college education.
165
Tei Weil
160
Ann Mundell
156
Table Tennis Club
Thelma Hesrick
177
Heidelberg
handed Bee Gee's
Volleyball Tournament
Never suspended and better each Table Tennis Club a defeat by winyear—that's the competition for ning 11 of the 20 matches. The
the gold cup which goes to the matches included mixed doubles,
volleyball team ranking first place. men's singles, and women's singles.

17

Tex West placed second in the
High Ten Individual Two-Game
Series and the High Ten Individual
Single Game for individual ability.

Independent basketball playoffs
begin this week with all the teams
participating regardless of the
standings. The tournament schedule is divided into six groups of
playoffs, determined by the finish
of the teams.
In the first place tournament.
Rockies Rockets play the Merry
St. Ramblers, the Penguins oppose
the Destroyers, Midway Tech con
tests Hut II, ami Hut I. drew a bye.
One hundred and fifty points are
granted to the winner, while \'Mt
points are automatically gained by
any time in the first place round.

Three teams tied for first place
in the Tuesday-Thursday league
are Gamma Phi. Williams Hall, and
Women's Bldg.
Ranking first
place in the Monday-Wednesday
league is Women's Bldg. with five
wins and no defeats.
Kappa Delta has possession of
the cup for winning first place
honors last year.
Dance Entertainer
Tapping it off for Dance Club
members Monday night was
Charles Yongue, a former student
of Southwestern University in
Louisiana.

Players for Bee Gee include:
Betty Lou Claypool, Jackie Greenhill, Louise Ruoff, Jo McClure,
Bonnie Grismore, Kay Cherry,
Dorothy Read, Carolyn Knowles,
Roy Jackson, Bill Thompson, Mike
Klavosky. Reed Elliot, Bob McClory, Verne M c C I o r y, Harry
Spector, and Eugene Baros.
A social hour followed the
meet—with cokes and chips sorved
by the club.
At a return match at Heidelberg
Monday night Bee Gee was defeated by losing 8 of the 12 matches played.

,'ve smoked Chesterfields for years
I know THEY SATISFY

m
DREAM GIRL"
»»»AMOUNI PICTUM

Photographs
that please—

Ov

Walker Studio
12,'l W. Wooster St.
PIIONF. 9041

-"SeS
»■

Fri., Sat.
March 12-13
Open 12:45
2 Grand Picturea

Always Together
starring
Joyce Revnolds and Robert
Hutton
Also

Sioux City Sue
with Gene Autry
Sun., Tu... .
March 14-16
Open 12:45 Daily

m

Voive of the Turtle
starring
F.leanor Parker and Ronald
Reagen

Kiger's Drug
Store

r

«>

--^

Wad., Thur..
March 17-18
Open 12:45
Opportunity Cash Club meets

Come to

Two Days

The U Club

with Lilli Palmer and Sam
Wannmaker

My Girl Tisa
Benefit of B. G. S. U. Varsity
Basketball team. Buy your
tickets for this heartwarming show from their solicitors

and
"Beat The Crowd"

;

tYRIC7/^

m

Drop in any afternoon for Coke and Sandwiches
Fri., Sat.
March 12-13
Open 2:15 Sat.

Under Colorado
Skies
with Monte Hale

THIS WEEK'S SPECIALTY:
"Burger In The Basket"
—Hamburger on toasted bun with Dill Pickles
and Golden Brown French Fries—
OCserved in the "basket" ...... JJt
-o-

Be Sure to Try It

-o-

Sun., Mon.
March 14-15
Open 2:16 Sun.

Shut My Big Mouth
with Joe E. Brown
Also

Philo Vances
Gamble

^ESTERFIELD
CTC^^^PJl fjffl &UWAXS MILDER UJETTER TASTING (gOOLER SMOKING

with Alan Curtis
Clfjiletl IMS, boom * Ur«i Teucco Co.

